The Man Behind the Music...
As an artist, it can be challenging to become vulnerable to our audience. However, Canadian SingerSongwriter and Producer, Aridonis is an open book and has a story to tell of sickness, mental illness,
and heartbreak. These challenges never held Aridonis back, if anything, his challenges forced him to
confront the fragility of life, and the quick pace it moves at. After deciding he no longer wanted to watch
opportunity pass by, Aridonis released his debut EP “I’m the Problem’’.
His writing is an authentic bird’s-eye view of growth through love and life, including the pitfalls that come
with struggling with mental health. His music rings true to familiar sounds of Nintendo nostalgia, as he
blends oscillating synth sounds, psychedelic guitars and lo-fi hip hop beats to illustrate his vulnerability.
Aridonis’ skillful manipulation of sounds earthly and alien allow him to deftly reconcile the meeting of
technology and music.
Aridonis’ live performances are filled with swagger and prowess. Dressed in bright colours and eccentric
prints, Aridonis catches eyes and makes waves. Aridonis’ modern approach to music and willingness to
stand out allow him the opportunity to shine bright in the eyes of fans of Gorillaz, Flaming Lips, Portugal.
The Man, and Beck.
The future of Aridonis is bright, which is shown through his music and his achievements as an artist. Just
in 2020 Aridonis received a nomination for Best Alternative Artist in the 2020 CIVL-FM Fraser Valley
Music Awards. With his musicianship and his electric stage presence backing him, Aridonis is ready to
take the world by storm through his painfully nostalgic songs that will ring true to listeners anywhere
and everywhere.
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Princess
Hey.
Stucco
I’m the Problem
Everybody Leaves Us

In the News
Kosu Radio features Aridonis’ single “Hey.” on The Spy’s New Music Weekly on June 1, 2021 alongside
local Vancouver alternative band The Zolas
Aridonis’ nomination for best Alternative artist in the 2020 CIVL-FM Fraser Valley Music Awards shows how
quickly he was able to become a household name after only putting out his first release in the winter of 2019.

Click Here to Watch the
Live Performance of Hey
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